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DIVISION 8: IMAGE TECHNOLOGY 

 
MINUTES of Official Meeting 

December 6, 2012 
 

This meeting was remotely held over the WebEx teleconference system offered by CIE. 
13:00 – 15:30 (UTC/GMT) 

5:00 – 7:30 (Pacific Standard Time) [UTC-8]    

8:00 – 8:30 (Eastern Standard Time) [UTC-5] 

14:00 – 16:30 (Europe Time) [UTC+1] 

21:00 – 23:30 (China/Taipei time) [UTC+8] 

22:00 – 24:30 (Japan Standard Time) [UTC+9] 

 
ATTENDANCE 

First name  Last name NC TCC Officer Remarks 

Masao Aizu Japan #       

Rejean Baribeau Canada #       

Robert Buckley   TC8-09     

Ellen  Carter United States *#     DL to/from ASTM 

Christine Fernendez-Maloigne France TC8-12     

Gorazd Golob Slovenia (Republic of)       

Jon Hardeberg Norway       

Po-Chieh Hung     Secretary   

Akihiro Ito       Observer 

Reiner Lenz Sweden       

Changjun Li   TC8-11     

Marc Mahy Belgium     DL to ICC 

Ann McCarthy     Editor (DL to/from SC28) 

David McDowell       Observer 
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Jan Morovic Great Britain   Director   

Klaus Richter   R8-09   DL to/from SC28 

Ming Jing Shyu Chinese Taipei #       

Ching Seong Tan Malaysia #       

Masahiro Yamaguchi   TC8-07     

Yasuki Yamauchi   TC8-10     

Note: *: Nominated representative, #: Participated in ballots 

 
Note: Please refer to slides attached in Appendix A. The slide number is occasionally printed 
on the bottom left. 
 
1. Call to order, Roll Call, Introduction of Members and Guests (Slide 2) 
The Division director, Jan Morovic welcomed all participants. Attendees introduced 
themselves.  
 
Eleven National Committee members (including nominated representatives) attended, but 
not all representatives were present for the whole of the Division meeting.  Five Technical 
Committee chairs, one Reporter, two guests and three officers attended. 
 
2. Approval of Agenda (Slide 3) 
The Agenda as shown in Page 3 of the official slides in Appendix A was unanimously agreed. 
One agenda item “Next Meeting” was discussed after “Liaison Reports.” 
 
3. Director Report (Slide 5) 
The Director presented status of the Division. He stated that review meetings would be held 
with each TC’s TCC. Also he mentioned that one new TC and a new Reportership would be 
proposed and reviewed in the meeting.   
 
4. Secretary Report 
The Secretary, Po-Chieh Hung, presented the status of the current five TCs and a 
Reportership (Slide 7). He mentioned that the CIE encourages to complete the work of each 
TC within four years.  
 
Hung briefly summarized the TCs and Reporterships in the past (Slide 8). One Reportership 
report (R8-07) and one Technical Report (CIE 199: 2011, TC 8-02) were published since 2011. 
 
Hung showed the list of expected participants (Slide 9) who wished to attend. Carter asked if 
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the invitations were sent to all of the National Committee. Hung answered that he sent the 
invitations to all. 
 
Note: Please see the table in Page 1 for exact attendees. 

 
Hung showed the list of the representatives of National Committees and reported there was 
no formal request to change (Slide 10).  
 
Hung showed the summary of the South Africa meeting in July 2011 (Slide 11), the minutes of 
informal Div. 8 meeting in San Jose in Nov. 2011 (Slides 12-13), and report of Division 
Directors’ Meeting in Apr. 2012 (Slide 14). 
 
5. Technical Committee (TC) Reports (Note: Please see Slide 7 for Titles and Terms of Reference.) 
5. 1 TC8-07: Multispectral Imaging, Masahiro Yamaguchi (Slide 16 – 20) 
Yamaguchi explained the current status of TC. Recently TC chair was changed from Markku 
Hauta-Kasari (FI) to Yamaguchi (JP). The number of the current members is 15 and the 
number of observers/advisors is 12. 
 
The former chair prepared the 1st draft of a Technical Report (TR) with four multispectral 
formats. Two meetings were held this year in Amsterdam in May and in Los Angeles in Nov. 
Since there were not so many attendees, discussions using E-mail were carried out. His 
primary target is to finalize TR as soon as possible. Currently he is writing the 2nd draft and 
hopefully he will complete in December. TR will not recommend specific format(s), but will 
provide the requirements for multispectral formats.  
 
Future plan will be: TC review TR Draft ver. 2 in December, ballot on Working Draft in early 
2013, and committee draft by the middle of 2013. Yamaguchi is constructing a new Web site 
(http://www.multipspectral-imaging.org) to upload test data in future. 
 
Hardeberg asked about the status of the previous web site (www.multispectrum.org). 
Yamaguchi answered that it was used by others and the data was lost. Thus he re-generated 
the new web site. Hung commented that the use of CIE web site is encouraged by CIE Central 
Bureau. 
 
5.2 TC8-09: Archival Colour Imaging, Robert Buckley (Slides 21 – 32) 
Buckley explained the objectives of this TC by showing samples. It focuses on 2D painting and 
printing rather than 3D sculpture, but they understand that the texture of surface may affect 
to the final result.  
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The TC tries to evaluate the variation of reproductions currently performed by institutions 
such as archives, museums and libraries, without requesting any change in procedure. Then 
the TC hopes to propose a technique and procedure with a good cost-performance. A set of test 
samples was prepared and circulated among 12 institutions in the U.S. and Europe and two 
more in future.  
 
The primary result was shown, and it ranges up to 8 in average delta E00 and 23 in maximum 
delta E00. Also a comparison was made among encoding methods among eciRGB, ProPhoto 
RGB, Adobe RGB, and sRGB.  
 
The impacts of tonal curve were compared. They found that a method with the lowest color 
difference does not give a good impression subjectively. A sample reporting results was shown. 
 
Future plans are: more testing and analysis, and feed back to participating labs. The results 
will be presented in archiving conference and its TR will be written in 2013. 
 
Fernendez-Maloigne asked how other institutions can join this evaluation. Buckley answered 
that contacting him is fine.  McDowell commented that scanner reflection targets (note: He 
implies the IT-8 targets) offered by film companies are useful, and even using one of them may 
help because no huge difference among photographic materials.  Buckley commented back 
that the current choices are common among these institutions and the use of scanner target 
will be considered in the future. Hung confirmed that TR will be written in 2013, and Buckley 
answered yes. 
 
(Self introductions of Golob, Richter, and Mahy)  
 
5.3 TC8-10: Office Illumination for Imaging, Yasuki Yamauchi (Slides 33 – 36) 
There has been little activity since the previous Div. 8 meeting in Sun City. There were no 
changes to the Terms of References. Currently there are 15 official members and three 
observers. Yamauchi stated he would like to publish TR or Technical Note as soon as possible 
because of rapid changes in lighting sources nowadays. 
  
Its future plans are to present measurement results in the coming mid-term meeting in Paris 
in April 2013, and to start to draft TR in June 2013 based on the proceeding to be presented in 
the meeting. Yamauchi targets the first circulation of draft TR in Dec. 2013 and will publish it 
in the end of 2014. 
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Fernendez-Maloigne suggested that TC meeting be held just before the mid-term meeting in 
Paris. Tan questioned about the impact of blue shift of recent lighting by referring to his 
current work on 3D imaging. Yamauchi answered that the intention is not to include LEDs 
and to stick with conventional light sources such as incandescent and fluorescent lamps and 
the new types of lighting sources should be discussed in a new TC. Morovic asked about the 
LED calibration apparatus, which was made by Schanda. Yamauchi answered that it is still 
used in an institution, so that it will be returned after they finish the work. 
 
5.4 TC8-11: CIECAM02 Mathematics, Changjun Li (Slides 38 – 41) 
Li explained that the TC tries to solve mathematical failure in chromatic adaptation model. 
TC8-11 had a TC meeting in LA during CIC 2012. Eleven members participated in the 
meeting. In the TC meeting, Li gave a presentation to summarize what have been done since 
TC was formed, and Brill give a presentation on Oleari’s approach to chromatic adaptation. 
 
The current issue is to improve chromatic adaptation in terms of structure and matrix. Li is 
planning to change chromatic adaptation matrix instead of the HPE matrix using primaries 
enclosing the spectrum locus. Also TC will test against the corresponding color data and the 
evaluation will be made with Oleari’s approach as well. Six relevant publications in 2012 were 
listed in his slide. 
 
The result will be reported in the next TC meeting to be held during CIC 2013. Li stated he 
would like to complete its TR in 2014. 
 
Morovic questioned what the current challenge is. Li answered that there is a trade-off 
between mathematical failure and accuracy. The agreement among the members may be a 
challenge. Buckley questioned that the existence of commercial applications which might be 
affected by the change the TC8-11 is discussing. Li answered, “No. It works fine.” 
 
(Self introduction of Baribeau) 
 
5.5 TC8-12: Image and Video Compression Assessment: Christine Fernandez-Maloigne 
(Slides 42 – 46) 
Fernandez-Maloigne explained that the purpose of this TC is to evaluate protocols and to 
benchmark evaluations of image and video compression. There are many matrices and 
currently it is difficult to compare them. The basic idea is to benchmark the index, measure, 
data and protocols. The number of current members is 17, however some of them are not 
active. 
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The TC generated two toolboxes as benchmarks, which were developed by French, Spanish 
and Italian teams. They are planning to present the result in the CIE midterm conference in 
Apr. 2013 in Paris, and to write a report about the benchmark of quality metrics on 
compressed image data by 2014.  
 
McDowell commented that TC42 has an approach of obtaining the rank quality of images. 
Fernandez-Maloigne answered she recognized it, and also commented the measures will be 
different among applications such as cell phone, digital cinema etc. Tan commented that 3D 
imaging is one of areas that this TC may be contributing. Fernandez-Maloigne answered it 
should be discussed in a new TC because it is a huge issue including physiological issues. She 
also mentioned that the challenging issue now is how to merge the multiple measures.  
 
6. Reportership Reports  
R8-09: Output Linearization Methods for Displays and Printers: Klaus Richter (Slides 47 – 
49) 
Richter explained the goal of this Reportership. The proposed report uses CIE R1-47:2009 
"Hue Angles of Elementary Colours" and creates a visual RGB*e colour space, which has a 
linear relationship with CIELAB with equal spacing. The rgb*e-values of this space are given 
by the range of 0 to 1. Elementary Red of maximum CIELAB chroma C*ab is represented by 
rgb*e=1,00_0,00_0,00*e, and Yellow is represented by 1,00_1,00_0,00*e, and so are Green and 
Blue. Richter developed digital targets and a physical booklet of the Berlin University of 
Technology (TUB) with examples for display, printer, and offset print output. 
 
The details will be presented in the CIE midterm meeting in Paris in Apr. 2013. These booklet 
and data are available from TUB. 
 
7. Liaison Reports 
7.1 TC130: Graphic Arts, Danny Rich presented by Jan Morovic (Slides 52 – 53)  
Morovic summarize Rich’s slides.  In WG-1 Terminology, they keep working on revision. In 
WG-2 Pre-press Data exchange, standard formats for image data exchange are being 
developed. PDF is no longer an Adobe Standard and ISO 32000-1 should be referred in the 
future. WG-3 discuss process control. A large number of process control standards are under 
revision or ballot. Noted Annex A in ISO 13655 (requirements for white backing materials) is 
too loose. WG-4 Material has a problem that the availability of very white paper without 
Optical Brightening Agent. Its solution is being discussed. Morovic suggested referring to the 
slides and contact Rich if there are questions. 
 
7.2 ASTM E12: Color and Appearance, Ellen Carter (Slides 54 – 56) 
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Carter summarized the recent activity in ASTM E12. She mentioned that seven 
sub-committees may be relevant to Div. 8. She brought an attention that the definitions of 
“background” and “surround” are different among color communities, and the terminology 
subcommittee (R12.01) has introduced an additional term “circumjacent field” to comply with 
others. This issue will be discussed in the next meeting to be held Jacksonville, Florida in Jan 
30-31, 2013. She will carry comments from Div. 8 to ASTM E12 if any.  
 
She noted Mike Pointer resigned from ASTM E12.  
 
7.3 IEC TC100/TA2: Fumio Nakaya presented by Jan Morovic (Slides 57 – 58) 
Because Nakaya could not attend due to a health reason, Morovic briefly reviewed his slides. 
The latest meeting was held in Berlin in Oct. 2012. TA2 will disband if there is no working 
items after current projects are completed. Morovic suggested reading and getting in touch 
with Nakaya if there are any questions. 
 
7.4 ICC: International Color Consortium, Fumio Nakaya presented by Jan Morovic & Marc 
Mahy (Slides 59 – 60, 61 – 65) 
Mahy explained the latest activities in ICC although he is the liaison for the other way (from 
Div. 8 to ICC). After briefing Working Groups in ICC, he explained the recent development on 
advance ICC framework. 
 
Currently ICC has following WGs: Automated Workflow WG, Graphic Arts Special Interest 
WG, Architecture WG, Profile Assessment WG, Motion Picture, Video & Photography WG,  
Specification Editing WG, Displays WG, and Medical Imaging WG. The last two were recently 
formed. 
 
He detailed the activities in Architecture WG. They are discussing the expansions of ICC 
framework such as flexible color transforms including calculator elements, flexibilities for 
illuminants and observers not to limit to D50 and 2-deg observer, support of the CIECAM02 
Jab, spectra, fluorescence, BRDF., XML-based measurement data format, spectral named 
color profile, etc. 
 
Tan asked how the BRDF (Bidirectional reflectance distribution function) is used. Mahy 
answered that its model will be in profile and will predict BRDF.  
 
7.5 TC 42: Photography, Jack Holm presented by Jan Morovic (Slides 66 – 68) 
Holm provided the list of the recent ISO standardization of TC 42/ WG18 and WG 20 
activities relevant to Div. 8. Morovic briefly reviewed the slides and suggested contacting 
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Holm if necessary. 
 
7.6 SC28: Office Colour, Klaus Richter (Slides 69 – 71) 
Richter explained intended New Work items in SC28/WG5 relevant to color, image technology 
and office devices. He suggested considering to study some of the following topics by Div. 8 
and to work together because of the limited number of experts in IEC.  
 
The New Work Items (NWIs) are shown in Slide 70 attached in the Appendix A. There are 14 
ideas and in which three of them have been cancelled. NWI “Colour terminology for office 
colour equipment” is now NP 17823, and the following three may be proposed as NWI: 
“Computer display and digital projector colour test method, “ “Office reference print gamut – 
RGB encoding,” “Office viewing environments – interface chromatic adaptation.” Relevant 
references are listed on Slide 71. 
 
8. Next Meeting (Slide 77) 
Discussed on the next meeting. Morovic suggested the following three occasions:  
 

A. Paris (France) CIE Centenary conference, Apr. 15& 16, 2013, 
B. Newcastle (UK) AIC 2013, Jul. 8-12, 2013, and 
C. Over WebEx, Sep. or Oct. 20013.  
 

The following ideas were given: 
- More people can participate in if Option C is chosen because of travel cost (McDowell and 
Tan) 
-Would like to have a physical meeting at least at the timing of CIE midterm and full 
conference (Klaus) 
 
After discussions, Morovic suggested having a poll among NC members and counting the 
number. If the number is small, we would have a WebEx meeting next year.  He will do after 
this meeting. Fernendez-Maloigne stated that TC8-12 meeting will be held in Paris and 
offered a help for other TC meetings in Paris if it is planned. 
 
9. Opening/Closing TCs, Reporterships, and Liaisons 
9.1 TC (Slide 73) 
Morovic proposed the following new TC and solicited comments. 
 

Title: Colour Gamuts for Output Media 

Terms of Reference: To study and recommend methods for computing and communicating 
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colour gamuts for output colour reproduction media  

Chair: Kiran Deshpande (GB), London College of Communication 
Members: Dirk de Baer (BE), Phil Green (GB), Jon Hardeberg (NO), Akihiro Ito (JP), Marc 

Mahy (BE), Jan Morovic (GB), Craig Revie (GB) 
Observer: Ivar Farup (NO) 

 
Shyu and Li requested to be included as a member of this new TC. Buckley questioned 
whether Terms of Reference include a generation of color gamut or not. Morovic answered, 
yes. 
 
Morovic used the Polling Panel function of WebEx and requested a ballot to NC members.  
Ellen stated she will be substituting Alan Kravitz (US). 
 
There result of votes is as follow: 
Passed [Yes: 5 (BE, US, TW, MY, CA), No: 0, Abstain: 1 (JP)] 
 
9.2 Reportership (Slide 74) 
Morovic proposed the following new Reportership and solicited comments. Pedersen finished 
this topic 6 months ago as his Ph.D. thesis, and investigated more than a hundred metrics.  
 

Title: Full-Reference Image Quality Metrics: Classification and Evaluation 

Reporter: Marius Pedersen (NO) 
Background: Full-reference image quality metrics include metrics specifically designed to 

evaluate image quality, but also metrics for image difference, image fidelity, and more. 
These metrics have in common that they try to predict the perceived difference between 

an original image and a modified version of it, where this modification can typically be 
compression, halftoning and blurring. They output one numerical value and/or an 
image difference map. 

Terms of Reference: To provide a survey of full-reference image quality metrics, where metrics 

are classified and evaluated against perceptual data, and to make a recommendation 
about the feasibility of a TC being formed about this topic. 

 
Tan stated he can contribute to this work.  Morovic stated he would convey his offer to 
Pedersen.  
 
There result of votes is as follow: 
Passed. [Yes: 6 (BE, US, TW, MY, CA, JP), No: 0, Abstain: 0] 
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9.3 Liaisons (Slide 75) 
The following liaison status was introduced by Morovic. 
 

Janos Schanda is no longer liaison for ISO Steering Committee for Image Technology.  
New liaison sought 

Ann McCarthy standing down as TC42 and SC28 liaison 
Ann contacted TC42 for a replacement 

Replacement needed for SC28 (Fumio Nakaya?) 
 
McCarthy stated she is communicating with the TC42 chair, Ken Parulski and asking if Jack 
Holm would substitute her. Klaus questions the necessity of two liaisons for SC28 because he 
has been a liaison.  Morovic decided to go forward with the current model of having two 
reporters and McCarthy confirmed that SC28 covers a broad range of topics and two reporters 
are beneficial. 
 
10. Future Direction (Slide 75) 
Morovic solicited suggestions and ideas for future direction. Tan raised the idea of 3D imaging 
activity with a concern of the speed in Div. 8 as compared with industry. Morovic suggested 
investigating relevant activities in other organizations because there are many. Tan agreed to 
consider Reportership in the next term. 
  
11. AOB (Slide 78) 
Baribeau asked questions about the result of vote, the timing of the meeting minutes, and 
availability of recorded file. Voting result was explained by Morovic (Note: without counting 
his vote), Hung replied he would complete the minutes within a week and will figure out how 
to disclose the recording file. 
 
12. Close of meeting 
The Director thanked everyone for attending and declared the meeting closed at 15:31 
(UTC/GMT). 
 
Po-Chieh Hung 
Secretary – CIE Division 8 
December 12, 2012 
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[Errata] 
Slide 7: 
The established years are confirmed as follow:   
- TC8-07: 2004,  
- TC 8-09: 2005,  
- TC 8-10: 2005,  
- TC 8-11: 2007,  
- TC 8-12: 2007, and 
- R8-09: 2011. 
 
Slide 11: 
- “(July, 2010)” -> “(July, 2011)” 
- “K. Richter (GE)” -> “K. Richter (DE)” 
- “Sabine Süsstrun” -> “Sabine Süsstrunk” 
 
Slides 48-49: 
- Appendix B was given for exact information by Richter after the meeting. 
 
Slides 69-71: 
- “hab=26” -> “hab=272” 
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Appendix A 
“CIE Division 8 Official Meeting  6 December 2012” 
 
  



CIE Division 8  
Official Meeting	
6 December 2012	



Call to order, Roll Call, Introduction 
of Members and Guests 	
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Agenda	

Call to order, Roll Call, Introduction of 
Members and Guests 	
Approval of Agenda 	
Director Report	
Secretary Report 	
Technical Committee (TC) Reports 	

•  TC8-07: Masahiro Yamaguchi 	
•  TC8-09: Robert Buckley 	
•  TC8-10: Yasuki Yamauchi 	
•  TC8-11: Changjun Li 	
•  TC8-12: Christine Fernandez-Maloigne 	

Reportership Reports 	
•  R8-09: Klaus Richter	

Liaison Reports	
•  TC130: Danny Rich	
•  ASTM E12: Ellen Carter	
•  IEC TC100/TA2: Fumio Nakaya	
•  ICC: Fumio Nakaya & Marc Mahy	
•  TC 42: Jack Holm	
•  SC28: Klaus Richter	
Opening/Closing TCs, Reporterships, and 
Liaisons 	
Future Direction 	
Next Meeting 	
AOB	



Director & Secretary 
Reports	
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Director report: Status of the Division	

We have a set of well-established TCs, who have shown good, sustained activity 
this year	
•  Moving forward, I would like to schedule 1:1 reviews of each TC with its TCC to review plans 

towards completion	
Attempts to start new TCs and reporterships have been slow, in spite of many ideas 
identified during last year’s CIC meeting	
•  Having spoken to many potential TC members / reporters, I believe the root cause is the 

added pressure felt by many as a result of the economic downturn, which has also impacted 
travelling	

In addition to the review of the current activities in Division 8, we have a new TC 
and a new reportership proposal to review today	
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Div.	  8	  Secretary	  Report

Po-‐Chieh	  Hung 
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List of Status 
 Current (Active)

No. Title Chair Establis
hed in

Term of Reference

TC 8-07 Multispectral Imaging Masahiro 
Yamaguchi (JP)

2002 To study, develop and recommend encoding techniques and 
data formats for the exchange of multispectral images, and to 
provide test procedures for the evaluation of multispectral 
imaging systems. Chair:

TC 8-09 Archival Colour Imaging Robert Buckley 
(US)

? To recommend a set of techniques for the accurate capture, 
encoding and long-term preservation of colour descriptions of 
digital images that are either born digital or the result of 
digitizing 2D static physical objects including documents, maps, 
photographic materials and paintings.

TC 8-10 Office Lighting for Imaging Yasuki Yamauchi 
(JP)

? To report on the spectral power distribution and illumination 
levels used to view images in office lighting conditions. The 
report is to be based on empirical research.

TC 8-11 CIECAM02 Mathematics Changjun Li (CN) ? To investigate the improvements of the CIECAM02 model to 
avoid mathematical inconsistencies.

TC 8-12 Image and Video Compression 
Assessment

Christine 
Fernandez-
Maloigne (FR)

? To establish and report on the display and viewing conditions 
and materials for image and video compression quality 
evaluation in different applications including, but not limited to, 
web, mobile phones, HDTV, home cinema and digital cinema.

R8-09 Output Linearization Methods for 
displays and printers.

Kraus Richter (DE) 2011 To make proposals for the application of Output Linearization 
Methods and for the content of CIE Technical Reports. The 
reports may cover the device and the elementary hue output on 
displays and printers.
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List of Status   Past (Closed)
No. Title Chair Establish

ed in
Publication / Remarks Term of Reference

R8-01 Grading of Colour Measurement 
Equipment

Y. Ohno (US)

R8-02 Fluorescence — C. McCamy (US)
R8-03 Potential Interaction Betw een CIE and 

IEC TA2
H. Ikeda (JP)

R8-04 Effects of Fluorescence in 
Characterization of Imaging Media

Danny Rich (US) CIE 163:2004 The Effects of Fluorescence in 
the Characterization of Imaging Media

R8-05 Image Appearance Mark Fairchild (US)
R8-06 Results of CIECAM02 N. Moroney (US)
R8-07 CAT in CIECAM02  Sabine Süsstrunk, 

Sw itzerland (CH)
"Chromatic Adaptation Transform in 
CIECAM02"
Final Report R8-07
October 23, 2008

R8-08 Image Appearance Model Framew ork Mark Fairchild (US) No time for the activity To publish a report on a framew ork for still image appearance 
modelling w ith example implementations of the each module in the 
framew ork. Such modules include the chromatic adaptation 
transform, spatial contrast sensitivity functions, color space 
selection, color difference equation, statistical summary of image 
difference maps, tone mapping techniques, and spatial adaptation 
mechanisms.

TC 8-01 Colour Appearance Modeling for 
Colour Management Systems

N. Moroney (US) 1999? CIE 159:2004 A Colour Appearance Model for 
Colour Management Systems: CIECAM02

TC 8-02 Colour Difference Evaluation in 
Images

M. Ronnier Luo (GB) 1999? CIE 199:2011 Methods for Evaluating Colour 
Differences in Images

To study, develop and standardize methods to derive colour 
differences for images.

TC 8-03 Gamut Mapping J. Morovic (GB) 1999? CIE 156:2004 Guidelines for the Evaluation of 
Gamut Mapping Algorithms

TC 8-04 Chromatic Adaptation under Mixed 
Illumination Conditions

Naoya Katoh (JP) 1999? CIE 162:2010 (including Erratum 1) Chromatic 
Adaptation under Mixed Illumination Condition 
w hen Comparing Softcopy and Hardcopy 
Images

TC 8-05 Extended-Gamut Colour Encodings Robert Buckley (US) 1999 CIE 168-2005 Criteria for the Evaluation of 
Extended-Gamut Colour Encodings

TC 8-06 Image Technology Vocabulary 2000 CIE S 017/E:2011 ILV: International Lighting 
Vocabulary

TC 8-08 Testing of Spatial Colour Appearance 
Models

Garret Johnson (US) ? too broad and too aggressive To design, implement and report the results of a psychophysical test 
comparing the output of spatial colour appearance models (including 
Retinex, MOM and iCAM) for high dynamic range still images.
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Participants 
 10 countries, 5 TCCs, 1R, and some observers

First name Last name E-mail NC TCC Officer
Masao Aizu aizu.masao@canon.co.jp Japan
TM Chung betmchng@polyu.edu.hk Hong Kong
Po-Chieh Hung po-chieh.hung@hl.konicaminolta.us Secretary
Changjun Li cjli.cip@googlemail.com TC8-11
Ming Jing Shyu mjshyu@faculty.pccu.edu.tw Chinese Taipei
Masahiro Yamaguchiyamaguchi.m.aa@m.titech.ac.jp TC8-07
Yasuki Yamauchi yamauchi@yz.yamagata-u.ac.jp TC8-10
Christine Fernendez-Maloignechristine.fernandez@sic.sp2mi.univ-poitiers.frFrance TC8-12
Gorazd Golob gorazd.golob@ntf.uni-lj.si Slovenia (Republic of)
Jon Hardeberg jon.hardeberg@hig.no Norway
Reiner Lenz reiner.lenz@liu.se Sweden
Marc Mahy marc.mahy@agfa.com Belgium
Francisco Martinez-Verduverdu@ua.es
Jan Morovic jan.morovic@hp.com Director
Klaus Richter klaus.richter@mac.com R8-09
Rejean Baribeau rejean.baribeau@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca Canada
Robert Buckley rrbuckley@alum.mit.edu TC8-09
Ann McCarthy annalee@annlmccarthy.com Editor
David McDowell mcdowell@npes.org
Tan Ching Seong cstan@mmu.edu.my Malaysia
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Membership

No formal request  
to change 

Country Representative 
AUSTRALIA Bryan Powell 

AUSTRIA TBN 
BELGIUM Marc Mahy 
BRAZIL  TBN  

CANADA Réjean Baribeau 
CHINA Weijie Hu 

CROATIA TBN 
CZECH REPUBLIC TBN 

DENMARK TBN 
FINLAND Pirkko Oittinen 
FRANCE Christine Fernandez-Maloigne 

GERMANY Peter Bodrogi 
GREAT BRITAIN Michael R Pointer 

GREECE* TBN 
HONG KONG T.M Chung 

HUNGARY Krisztian Samu 
INDIA Asit K Datta 

ISRAEL Alex Yarmolinsky 
ITALY Paola Iacomussi 

JAPAN  Masao Aizu  
KOREA (REPUBLIC OF) Seungbae Lee 

MALAYSIA Tan Ching Seong 
NETHERLANDS Ad de Vaan 
NEW ZEALAND Andrew Chalmers 

NORWAY Jon Y Hardeberg 
POLAND TBN 
ROMANIA Virgil Petrovici 

RUSSIAN FEDERATION Vladimir Budak 
SERBIA TBN 

SINGAPORE* TBN 
SLOVAK REPUBLIC TBN 

SLOVENIA (REPUBLIC OF) Gorzad Golob 
SOUTH AFRICA Natasha Nel-Sakharova 

SPAIN TBN 
SWEDEN Reiner Lenz 

SWITZERLAND Laszlo Gloetzer 
CHINESE TAIPEI* M. James Shyu 

TURKEY Ismail Serkan Üncü 
UKRAINE TBN 

USA Alan Kravetz 
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Minutes 

Memo of the South Africa  
meeting (July, 2010)
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Minutes   Informal meeting in San Jose 1/2 (Nov 2011)
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Minutes  Informal meeting in San Jose 2/2 (Nov 2011)
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Division Director’s Meeting  Report (April 2012)



Technical  
Committee 
& Reportership  
Reports	



TC 8-07 Multispectral Imaging 
(Masahiro Yamaguchi )	



TC	  8-‐07	  Mul+spectral	  Imaging
•  Terms	  of	  Reference	  

–  To	  study,	  develop	  and	  recommend	  encoding	  techniques	  and	  data	  
formats	  for	  the	  exchange	  of	  mul+spectral	  images,	  and	  to	  provide	  test	  
procedures	  for	  the	  evalua+on	  of	  mul+spectral	  imaging	  systems.	  	  

•  Chair:	  Patrick	  Herzog	  （DE） →Jussi	  Parkkinen（FI）→ Markku	  
Hauta-‐Kasari（FI）→ Masahiro	  Yamaguchi	  (JP:	  2011~)	  

•  Former	  TC	  Chair	  prepared	  the	  DraS	  Ver.	  1	  of	  technical	  report	  
on	  “mul+spectral	  format.”	  	  
–  The	  requirements	  for	  mul+spectral	  format	  are	  listed	  and	  four	  
different	  formats	  are	  introduced.	  



Recent	  progress
•  TC	  Mee+ng	  in	  2012	  

–  #1.	  :	  May	  8,	  2012,	  4:30pm-‐5:45pm	  
	  CGIV	  2012,	  University	  of	  Amsterdam,	  the	  Netherlands	  
	  *	  Discussions	  on	  the	  future	  edi+ng	  plan	  of	  the	  TR.	  

–  #2.	  :	  November	  15,	  2012,	  6:00pm-‐7:00pm	  
	  CIC	  20,	  Doubletree	  by	  Hilton	  Hotel,	  Los	  Angeles,	  CA,	  USA	  
	  *	  Review	  of	  “Table	  of	  Contents”	  

•  The	  edi+ng	  plans	  of	  the	  technical	  report:	  
–  Based	  on	  the	  draS	  prepared	  by	  the	  former	  TC	  chair,	  the	  TC	  focuses	  on	  

comple+ng	  the	  TR	  on	  "mul+spectral	  format."	  
–  Instead	  of	  recommending	  specific	  format(s),	  TR	  will	  provide	  the	  basics	  

related	  to	  the	  requirements	  on	  mul+spectral	  format.	  
–  Including	  concrete	  informa+on	  about	  each	  format	  in	  appendix,	  or,	  giving	  

reference	  to	  published	  maier.	  



Next	  steps
•  Work	  plan	  

– December	  2012:	  TC	  Review	  of	  TR	  DraS	  Ver.	  2.	  
–  Early	  2013:	  	  Working	  DraS	  Ballot 
~	  Middle	  of	  2013：　Commiiee	  DraS	  

•  New	  web	  site	  (UnderConstruc+on)	  :	  	  
hip://www.mul+spectral-‐imaging.org	  	  
Test	  data	  will	  be	  uploaded.	  




Members	  of	  	  
TC	  8-‐07 

Official	  member:	  15	  
Observer/Advisor:	  12 

Name Country Affiliation Member reg. Copyright form LinkedIn

Masahiro Yamaguchi JP Tokyo Institute of Technology o o o

Markku Hauta-Kasari FI University of Eastern Finland o o

Roy Berns US Rochester Institute of Technology

Chris Cox US Adobe Systems Inc.

Max Derhak US Onyx Graphics Corporation /
Rochester Institute of Technology

o o o

Jon Yngve Hardeberg NO Gjøvik University College o o o

Patrick Herzog DE Consultant o o

Bernhard Hill DE RWTH Aachen o o

Po-Chieh Hung JP Konica Minolta Laboratory U.S.A o o o

Francisco Imai US Canon USA o o o

Reiner Lenz SE Linköping University o o

Yoichi Miyake JP Chiba University o o

Todd Newman US Microsoft

Jussi Parkkinen FI Monash University o o o

Rajeev Ramanath US Lab126

Mitchell Rosen US Advanced Document Imaging o o

Rulon Simmons US Kodak o

Fumio Nakaya JP Fuji Xerox

Javier Hernandes-Andres ES University of Granada o o o

Ellen Carter US ECCarter Color Research

Peter Morovic US Hewlett Packard o o o

Norimichi Tsumura JP Chiba University

Hideaki Haneishi JP Chiba University o

Stephen Helling DE RWTH Aachen

Meritxell Vilaseca ES Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya o o

Philipp Urban DE Technische Universität Darmstadt

M. James Shyu TW Chinese Culture University o o
Alan Kravetz Div 8 delegete for the USA
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TC8-09 Archival Colour Imaging 
(Robert Buckley)	
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Report on CIE TC8-09: 
Archival Color Imaging 

Rob Buckley 
Chair, CIE TC8-09 
University of Rochester / NewMarket Imaging 
 

CIE Division 8 Meeting 
6 December 2012 

1 
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Originals 

© R.M.N./Arnaudet –  
J. Schormans 

2 

© R.M.N./Arnaudet –  
J. Schormans 
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Image Variations 
3 
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CIE Archival Colour Imaging 

 CIE Division 8, Technical Committee 9: CIE TC8-09 
 30 members from AU, CH, HR, IT, JP, NL, UK and US 
 Chair: Robert Buckley (US) 

 Terms of Reference 
 To recommend a set of techniques for the accurate 

capture, encoding and long-term preservation of colour 
descriptions of digital images that are either born digital or 
the result of digitizing 2D static physical objects, including 
documents, maps, photographic materials and paintings. 

 Current Study: Comparison of Capture Techniques 
 Today: Progress Report on the study 
 

4 
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CIE TC8-09 Study 

 
To assess the color accuracy of different color 
capture and encoding approaches with a view 
to establishing a knowledge base and set of 
techniques which an institution can reference 
to either select or confirm the approach to 
color capture that is most compatible with its 
goals and capabilities. 

5 
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Test Targets & Sample Prints 

X-Rite DCSG 
FADGI DICE 

IE-KB UTT 

6 

Print A 

Print B 

Print C 

Print D 

Mask 
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Participating Institutions 

 Art Institute of Chicago 
 Harvard College Library 
 Library of Congress 
 Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 National Archives and Records Administration 
 National Gallery of Art 
 Stanford University Libraries 
 National Library of the Netherlands 
 Rijksmuseum 
 Studio Buitenhoff 
 Van Gogh Museum 
 National Library of Denmark 
 + 2 others in process 

7 
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DCSG Target Capture 
8 
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Tone Capture 

Print A – most to least accurate from left to right 
 

9 
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Sample Results 
10 

Labs using digital cameras with 
eciRGB 

Most accurate ∆E  2000 

Average of several labs mean max 

Digital ColorChecker SG 1.4 3.1 

Print A 2.7 8.9 

Print B 2.6 4.0 

Print C 2.7 5.3 

Print D 2.4 4.5 

Average 2.4 5.2 
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What’s  Next 

 A few more labs to do imaging 
 Further analyses - other targets 
 Provide feedback to participating labs 
 Look into doing a couple process improvement case 

studies to verify conclusions 
 Write up results and final presentation in 2013 
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TC8-10 Office Lighting for Imaging 
(Yasuki Yamauchi)	



	  TC8-‐10	  Office	  Illumination	  for	  Imaging
Progress	  Report 

Yamagata	  University	  
Yasuki	  Yamauchi 



Current	  Status 

The	  concrete	  ac+vi+es	  have	  been	  rarely	  done	  since	  last	  Div.	  Mee+ng	  
at	  Sun	  City.	  My	  apology…..	  
	  
I	  tried	  to	  hold	  a	  mee+ng	  at	  CIC20,	  but	  I	  could	  not,	  as	  none	  of	  the	  	  
TC	  members	  aiended	  the	  conference.	  
	  
The	  report	  of	  the	  TC	  ac+vity	  is	  going	  to	  be	  wriien	  as	  	  
either	  a	  Technical	  Report	  or	  a	  Technical	  Note.	  
	  
I	  am	  planning	  to	  present	  a	  paper	  on	  TC	  ac+vity	  at	  CIE@Paris,	  
en+tled	  "Office	  Ligh+ng	  for	  Imaging	  	  	  -‐	  	  Ac+vity	  Report	  of	  TC8-‐10	  –	  "	  



Ac+on	  Plan 
2013.	  4	  	  	  	  Presenta+on	  at	  CIE	  Paris	  
	  
2013.	  6	  	  	  	  Start	  preparing	  the	  draS	  of	  TR	  (TN)	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  based	  on	  the	  Proceedings	  of	  CIE.	  
	  
2013.	  12	  	  First	  Circula+on	  of	  the	  draS	  of	  TR.	  
	  
2014.	  12	  	  Publishing	  the	  report	  of	  TC 



TC8-11 CIECAM02 Mathematics 
(Changjun Li)	



38	 Division 8: Imaging Technology 

TC8-11 report to D8(2012) meeting  

 
 
 

Changjun Li 
 

Chair of TC 8-11 
 

University of Science and Technology Liaoning, China 
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Activities in 2012 

1.  Participants:  Mike Brill; Eric Walowit; Bob Hallam; Arkady 
Ten; Sabine Susstunk; Jan Morovic; Marc Mahy; Karl 
Tylman; Ronnier Luo; Mark Fairchild; Changjun Li 

2.  In the meeting, Changjun Li,  the Chair of the TC , gave a 
presentation to summary what have been done since the 
TC was formed.  Mike Brill also gave an presentation on 
the Oleari’s approach about the chromatic adaptation.  

During the CIC 2012 , the TC had a meeting on Thursday, 
Nov 15, 2012.
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Activities in 2012 

3.  Actions and results will be reported in the next TC meeting  
I.  Further modify CIECAM02 by removing the HPE matrix 

and adopting new chromatic-adaptation primaries that 
are HPE-like (i.e., enclose the spectrum locus) and fit 
corresponding-color data. 

II.  Compare the result in I with HPE matrix . 
III.  Evaluate Oleari’s approach. 

4.  Results will be reported in the next TC meeting which is 
expected to hold during CIC2013. 

During the CIC 2012 , the TC had a meeting on Thursday, 
Nov 15, 2012.
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Relevant Publications (2012) 
1.  Li CJ, Perales E, Luo MR and Martínez-Verdú F, A Mathematical Approach 

For Predicting Non-Negative Tristimulus Values Using the CAT02 Chromatic 
Adaptation Transform, Color Res. Appl. 27: 255-260,2012. 

2.  Li CJ, Luo MR and Wang ZF , Different Matrices for CIECAM02, Color 
Research and Application.  DOI: 10.1002/col.21765, 2012. 

3.  Li CJ, Luo MR and Sun PL , A New Version of CIECAM02 with the HPE 
Primaries, In Proceedings of CGIV 2012, May 6-9, 2012, Amsterdam, pages 
151-154.  

4.  Brill MH and Mahy M , Visualization of mathematical inconsistencies in 
CIECAM02, Color Res. Appl. (Early View) , 2012, DOI: 10.1002/col.20744. 

5.  Li CJ, Luo MR & Sun PL , A New Version of CIECAM02, submitted to JIST, 
2012. 

6.  Li CJ, Luo MR & Melgosa M, CAT02 and HPE triangles, in the proceedings 
of CIC 2012, Nov. 14-16, Los Angeles, USA, 195-199 



TC 8-12  Image and Video 
compression assessment 
(Christine Fernandez-Maloigne)	



Division 8 - Imaging Technology 

TC 8-12 : Image and Video 
compression assessment 

HVS-based quality assessment : 
Application to images and sequences compression 

 

Pr. Christine Fernandez-Maloigne 
 

Laboratory Xlim-SIC-  CNRS 6172 
Signal Image Communications 
University of Poitiers, FRANCE 
tel : 33 5 49 49 65 73 – fax : 33 5 49 49 65 70 
GSM : 33  6 48 00 57 26 
email : fernandez@sic.univ-poitiers.fr 

 



Division 8 - Imaging Technology 

Terms of reference 
   To establish and report on the display 

and viewing conditions and materials 
for image and video compression 
qua l i t y eva lua t i on i n d i f f e ren t 
applications including, but not limited 
to, web, mobile phones, HDTV, home 
cinema and digital cinema 

 
 



Division 8 - Imaging Technology 

Activities in finalization 
•  A web site of Benchmark of quality metrics  

to be linked to CIE division 8 website 
 Presented for the CIE Midterm conference in 
April 2013 in Paris 

 
•  A report about Benchmark of quality 

metrics on compressed images databases 
 To finalize in 2014 



Division 8 - Imaging Technology 

Members of the TC 
•  Pr Peter Bodrogi,Germany 
•  Dr M. Brill, Datacolor, Lawrenceville, NJ, USA 
•  Dr C. Charrier, GREYC, France 
•  Pr C. Fernandez-Maloigne and Dr M.C. Larabi, Université Poitiers, France  
•  Dr L. Gloetzer, Technische Leitung, SCHWARZ FILM AG, Switzerland 
•  Dr Jon Hardeberg, Gjøvik University College, Norway 
•  Pr R. Luo, University of Leeds, UK 
•  Dr Jesus Malo Lopez, Universidad de Valencia, Spain 
•  Pr Benoit Macq, UCL, Belgium 
•  Pr; Ludovic Macaire, University of Lille, France 
•  Dr M. Mahy, AGFA, Belgium 
•  Dr. Didier Nicholson, Thalès, France 
•  Dr Xavier Otazu and Dr Maria Vanrell, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, Spain 
•  Dr Alessandro Rizzi, Universita di Milano, Italie 
•  Dr H. Saadane, E, Polytehnica School, Nantes, France 
•  Prof. Sabine Sustrunck, LCAV, EPFL, Switzerland 
•  Dr Yasuki Yamauchi, Titech, Japan 



R8-09 Output Linearization 
Methods for Displays and Printers 
(Klaus Richter)	
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Liaison reports	
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Liaison reports	

TC130: Danny Rich	
ASTM E12: Ellen Carter	
IEC TC100/TA2: Fumio Nakaya	
ICC: Fumio Nakaya & Marc Mahy	
TC 42: Jack Holm	
SC28: Klaus Richter	
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ISO TC 130 Graphic Arts (Danny Rich)	
WG-1 Terminology 	
•  Continues work on series of standards that contain terms used in the Graphic Reproduction 

industry.  In addition, they have further revised ISO 5776 on symbols for proofing, including 
new design suitable for electronic editorial softwares.	

WG-2 Pre-press Data Exchange	
•  ISO 17972 Colour Data Exchange Format (CxF/X-1) Part 1:  Relationship to CxF3 and Part 4: 

Spot Colour Characterization Data ( CxF/X-4) sent out for ballot.  	
•  Now that these (describing standard format for image data exchange) have been submitted, two more 

draft standards are being developed.  (CxF/X-2): exchange of scanner target data and (CxF/X-3): 
exchange of process colour output target data.  ISO TC 42 Photography to assist with a fifth draft 
standard: exchange of digital camera data.	

•  ISO 15930 Part 3 (PDF/X-3) and ISO 15930 Part 4 (PDF/X-4) standards for complete image 
data exchange have been reapproved.	

•  ISO 32000-1 Portable Document Format (PDF) is no longer an Adobe standard and uses of 
PDF should reference this ISO Standard in the future. 	
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ISO TC 130 Graphic Arts (Danny Rich)	
WG-3 Process Control	
•  A large number of process control standards are under revision or ballot.  	
•  Currently two schools of thought: 1. use of aim colors of primaries and magnitude of the optical and 

mechanical gains in colors in the halftone steps.  2. color of primaries and the ability of primaries to 
reproduce K only tone scale with a 3-color overprinted neutral.  	

•  Option 2:  problematic unless transition from unprinted substrate to ideal black is monotonically decreasing in lightness 
while holding a fixed hue.  Problem even more troublesome if hue changes as currently recommended CIE color tolerance 
equations behave badly near neutral axis.  	

•  Division 1 has approached by TC 130 to make recommendations for neutral difference equation which would be visually 
uniform from near white to near black with metric chroma less than 3 or 4 steps.	

•  Annex A in ISO 13655 (requirements for white backing materials) is too loose.  Two different white backing 
sheets that meet requirements, one at low end and one at high end, can produce differences in readings 
larger than most tolerances for graphic reproduction. Revision is being prepared.  Range of acceptable 
values will be narrowed toward upper end of current scale.	

 	
WG-4 Materials	
•  Need to revise and update standards on colors of inks for process printing.  	
•  Concern over finding replacement for standard proofing substrate for ink testing.  Previous standard, APCO 

II/II  discontinued and paper companies no wanting to make very white paper without OBA content.  
Suggested solution was proposed and WG is preparing test program to assess consistency of new sheet 
material (results by spring 2013).	
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ASTM E12 (Ellen Carter)	
E12 subcommittee closest to Division 8 is E12.06 - Imaged Based Color Measurement 
(chair: Jack Ladson), with the following standards: 	
•  E1336-11 Standard Test Method for Obtaining Colorimetric Data From a Visual Display Unit by 

Spectroradiometry - Technical Contact - Alan Kravetz	
•  E1341-06(2011)e1 Standard Practice for Obtaining Spectroradiometric Data from Radiant 

Sources for Colorimetry - Technical Contact - Alan Kravetz	
•  E1455-03(2010) Standard Practice for Obtaining Colorimetric Data from a Visual Display Unit 

Using Tristimulus Colorimeters - Technical Contact - Jack A. Ladson	
•  E1682-08 Standard Guide for Modeling the Colorimetric Properties of a CRT-Type Visual Display 

Unit. - Technical Contact - Mike Brill 	
•  E 2466-06(2011) Standard Test Method for Colorimetry of Teeth Using Digital Still Camera 

Technology - Technical Contact - Jack Ladson	
•  E 2545-07 (2012) Objective Measurement of Gingival Color Using Digital Still Cameras, Technical 

Contact - Jack Ladson	
•  E2670-09 Objective Quantification of Dental Plaque Using Digital Still Cameras – Technical 

Contact - Jack Ladson 	
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ASTM E12 (Ellen Carter)	
•  Currently open ballot on E2466 correcting some errors printed in the equations.  	
•  Otherwise all standards are up to date and there is no new current work going on.  	
•  Terminology subcommittee (R12.01): there are differences in usage for the terms 

“background” and “surround” between general color measurement community 
and other technologies such as display, and areas concerned with conspicuity of 
signs, etc.  	

•  The subcommittee have introduced an additional term circumjacent field, 	
−  n – the field surrounding the field of interest extending in all directions. 	
−  Passed ballot in June 2012, with additional comments such as “In art: A surround is an 

area that touches the object, or object field, on all sides and will strongly affect its 
appearance. A background passes behind the object, or object field, and is further from it 
and so has a smaller effect on the appearance of the object or object field.” and “there 
should be a discussion included with the definition that where “background” and 
“surround” be explicitly defined as non-coplanar and coplanar, respectively, with the field 
being studied?”  These comments will be discussed at the next meeting.  But they indicate 
the issues involved.	
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ASTM E12 (Ellen Carter)	
•  ASTM E12 meets two times a year in January and June	
•  Next meeting: Jacksonville, Florida January 30-31, 2013.  All are welcome to attend or send 

comments to the subcommittee chairs.  	
•  As liaison, I would be happy to carry any comments or concerns from Division 8 to ASTM E12.	
•  Finally, Mike Pointer has resigned from ASTM E12 and therefore should be removed from the 

liaison list for ASTM to Division 8. 	
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IEC TC 100/TA 2: Fumio Nakaya	
In 2012, IEC TC 100/TA 2 (Colour measurement & management)  held the meeting in 
Berlin, on 2012-10-25. 	
Status of the TA2 projects	
•  IEC 61966-12-2 Ed. 1.0: Multimedia systems and equipment - Colour measurement and 

management - Part 12-2:  Simple Metadata format for identification of colour gamut: 34 
comments on CD were discussed and most of the PL observations were approved. This project 
is on schedule, target date of the CDV is 2013-01.	

•  The normal review DCs will be issued for the following three standards within a year:	
•  IEC 61966-3 Ed. 1.0:2000 (b) Multimedia systems and equipment - Colour measurement and management 

- Part 3: Equipment using cathode ray tubes  	
•  IEC 61966-6 Ed. 1.0:2005 (en) Multimedia systems and equipment - Colour measurement and 

management - Part 6: Front projection displays	
•  IEC 61966-12-1 Ed. 1.0:2011 (b) Multimedia systems and equipment - Colour measurement and 

management - Part 12-1: Metadata for identification of colour gamut (Gamut ID) 	
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IEC TC 100/TA 2: Fumio Nakaya	
Future plan	
•  TA2 is planned to disband, if there is no working item after the current projects development 

completed. The maintenance of TA2 standards after TA2 disbanding will be done by GMT 
according to TA2 TAM.	

Next meeting	
•  The next TA2 meeting will be held in conjunction with the next TC 100 meeting in TBD, China, 

in autumn 2013.	
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ICC: Fumio Nakaya	
2012 ICC Meetings:	
•  Munich Jan 30-Feb 1 2012, 	

•  Tokyo Jun 11-13 2012, 	

•  Los Angeles Nov 8-10 2012. 	

•  ICC DevCon held in Los Angeles on Nov 12 2012. 	

•  ICC also held its first meeting in China on October 21 2012, in conjunction with the China 
Academic Conference on Printing and Packaging in Beijing.	

Membership: Caldera, ColorBase, and Mike Rodriguez joined. ITT, NEC and Advanced 
Color Management resigned. Regular members are now 49.	

Status of the WGs	
•  Automated Workflow Working Group: This group will be disbanded and a new group will be 

established to address Internet Color Management chaired by Leonard Rosenthal (Adobe).	
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ICC: Fumio Nakaya	
Status of the WGs	
•  Profile Assessment Working Group: Maria Ortiz Segova (Océ) is the replacement for Nicolas Bonnier and chaired this 

working group. Profile assessment tool: a profile assessment tool is being developed and is expected to be made 
available to ICC members shortly.	

•  Motion Picture, Video and Photography Working Group: There is no current work. The group is now 'suspended' and 
will be reactivated should there be a need to do further work in this area.	

•  Graphic Arts Special Interest Group: The current topics being discussed are Gamut comparison metric, 
Characterization data registry, RGB workflow, Appearance match profile, Substrate correction, Digital print 
exchange spaces, Idealized characterization data, Influence of ISO 3664:2009, Channel preservation update, PDF 
Transparency.	

•  Specification editing: The Black Point Compensation specification draft document review period extended to year 
end.	

•  Architecture: Next step of ICCLabs is discussed in the various aspects including the new functionality such as 
spectral characterization data and spectral illuminant.	

•  Display Working Group: The current topics being discussed are New display technology, Display calibration, Monitor 
requirements for critical color work.	

•  Medical Imaging: FDA ICC interest reviewed regarding microscope calibration system.	

Next meeting: Tokyo on Jan 30 - Feb 1 2013.	



CIE Division 8 
Marc Mahy 



ICC Working Groups  
  AWWG: Automated Workflow 

  Support of metadata in profiles 
  GASIG: Graphic Arts Special Interest 

  Reference gamut mapping 
  Gamut index 
  Characterization data 
  Appearance match profile 
  Substrate correction 
  Spots in packaging 
  Wide gamut CMYK profile  

  AWG: Architecture 
  IccLabs 
  RefIccLabs 



ICC Working Groups 
  PAWG: Profile assessment 

  Polarity proposal 
  Profile evaluation tool 

  MPVPWG: MotionPicture,Video& Photography 
  Standard color image encodings and corresponding profiles 

  SEWP: Specification Editing 
  ISO specification of BPC 

  DWG: Displays 
  Displays have modified significantly 
  How to set up and characterize displays properly? 

  MIWG: Medical Imaging 
  Being established 



Developments in ICC 
  Advanced ICC framework 

  Contains 
  Specification (IccLabs) 
  Implementation (RefIccLabs) 

  C++ code of profile library (reading/writing) and CMM 
  Tools  

  Supports binary and XML based profiles 
  Flexible color transformations 

  MultiProcessingElement tag including calculator elements 
  32 bit floating point encoding 

  Flexibility for illuminants and observers 
  No fixed D50 and 2 degree observer 
  Potential to model chromatic adaptation, color size effect, … 



Developments in ICC 
  Advanced ICC framework 

  Support of 
  Colorimetric data (XYZ, CIELAB, Jab), absolute/relative 
  Spectra (reflectance, transmittance, emission) 
  Fluorescence (bi-spectral data) 
  BRDF 

  Modified CIECAM02 as exchange space (Jab) 
  Explicit gamut description 
  Support CxFTM, compressed and uncompressed 

  XML based measurement data format 
  Profiles 

  Three component color encoding profiles 
  Spectral named color profile 
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TC 42: Jack Holm	
In 2012, ISO/TC 42/WG 18/20/22/23/25 (Digital photography and color) met in Yokohama, Japan, 
San Jose, California and Cologne, Germany. Some projects of note in WG 18, 20, 23 & 25 are reported 
as follows: 	
WG18, Digital photography	
•  ISO 2721, Photography – Cameras – Automatic controls of exposure: A minor revision has been approved to limit this 

standard to film based cameras. An FDIS will follow.	
•  ISO 12231, Photography – Electronic still picture imaging – Vocabulary: Ed. 3 published 2012-01-23. It contains 194 

terms and definitions relevant to digital photography and color imaging.	
•  ISO 12233, Photography – Electronic still-picture cameras – Resolution measurements: Ed. 2 DIS ballot closes 

2012-11-20. This will be a technically revised standard with new normative methods.	
•  ISO 12234-1, Electronic still-picture imaging – Removable memory – Part 1: Basic removable-memory model: 

Published 2012-06-26. Includes more extensive metadata table and metadata persistence rules. Adds JPEG 2000 
and references new CIPA/JEITA Exif & DCF standards.	

•  ISO 15739, Photography – Electronic still-picture imaging – Noise measurements: Ed. 2 DIS ballot closed 
2012-10-09. The new edition includes significant cleanup work and technical clarifications, and a new method for 
visual noise measurements.	

•  ISO 20462-3, Photography – Psychophysical experimental methods for estimating image quality – Part 3: Quality 
ruler method: Published 2012-05-09. Adds softcopy quality ruler method.	
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TC 42: Jack Holm	
JWG20 with ISO TC130, Graphic Technology, Digital camera color characterization 	
•  ISO 17321-1, Graphic technology and photography – Colour characterisation of digital still 

cameras (DSCs) – Part 1: Stimuli, metrology and test procedures: Minor revision to correct 
reference – FDIS ballot closed 2012-10-17	

•  ISO/TR 17321-2, Graphic technology and photography – Colour characterization of digital still 
cameras (DSCs) – Part 2: Considerations for determining scene analysis transforms: Published 
2012-10-12.	
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TC 42: Jack Holm	
JWG23 with ISO TC130, Extended color encodings 	
•  ISO 22028-1, Photography and graphic technology – Extended colour encodings for digital image storage, 

manipulation and interchange – Part 1: Architecture and requirements: It is agreed to add new color 
encodings to the table in Annex B – preparation of draft in progress.	

•  ISO 22028-2, Photography and graphic technology – Extended colour encodings for digital image storage, 
manipulation and interchange – Part 2: Reference output medium metric RGB colour image encoding (ROMM 
RGB): DIS approved for publication as International Standard (was previously a Technical Specification). 
Publication draft is being prepared. Edition 2 (IS) contains additional editorial explanatory material, and one 
technical restriction on the allowed encoding values was removed. Otherwise it is identical to Edition 1 (TS).	

•  ISO/TS 22028-3, Photography and graphic technology – Extended colour encodings for digital image 
storage, manipulation and interchange – Part 3: Reference input medium metric RGB colour image encoding 
(RIMM RGB): Published 2012-07-24. Ed. 2 adds specifications for floating point RIMM (FP-RIMM) and clarifies 
and simplifies several sections, especially the white balance/adaptation requirements. 	

•  ISO/TS 22028-4, Photography and graphic technology – Extended colour encodings for digital image 
storage, manipulation and interchange – Part 4: European Colour Initiative RGB colour image encoding 
[eciRGB (2008)]: Published 2012-10-19	
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JTC1 ISO/IEC SC28 Office Equipment (Klaus Richter)	
      Liaison Report JTC1 ISO/IEC SC28 Office Equipment to CIE Div. 8, 2012    

Reporter: Klaus Richter, email: klaus.richter@mac.com
Internet: Berlin University of Technology (TUB):�
http://130.149.60.45/~farbmetrik

SC28 has a working group WG5 Office Colour

A Technical Report ISO/IEC TR 29186 Test Method of Colour Gamut 
Mapping Algorithm for Office Colour Equipment of WG5 is under 
publication in SC28.

The following list shows intended New Work Items in SC28/WG5.
All are related to colour, image technology and office devices.
CIE Divisions 1 and 8 may consider to study some of the many 
colour problems within the CIE and if possible together with 
industrial members.

The list of 2012 is from the Working Group WG5 Office Color (SC28/
WG5 Convenor Mr. Fumio Nakaya):
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      Liaison Report JTC1 ISO/IEC SC28 Office Equipment to CIE Div. 8, 2012     

NWI Priority Status Title
00 02 NP 17823 Colour terminology for office colour equipment
01 05 Cancelled Copy colour metadata
02 06 Cancelled Monitor and digital projector colour metadata
03 11 Next? Computer display and digital projector colour test method
04 09 - Measurement and Control of Colour Characteristics in Printers
12 10 - Colour repeatability test method
07 07 Next? Office reference print gamut - RGB encoding
09 12 - Colour space standards for offices
10 00 - Test method of colour gamut mapping algorithm for printers
06 03 Next? Office viewing environments - interface chromatic adaptation
08 13 - Camera raw image rendering standards for office printers
05 04 Cancelled Automated selection of colour print conditions
13 09 - Office color management workflow for digital color documents
11 01 - Specification of named color in office document

New Work Item NWI-00 is under work with a first draft which 
considers many ISO standards and the CIE IVL (2011). Other NWIs 
01, 02, and 05 have been proposed in 2011 by the US members but 
have been cancelled at the last meeting in 2012. For all the above 
topics basic input from the CIE Divisions 1 and 8 seems important.
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      Liaison Report JTC1 ISO/IEC SC28 Office Equipment to CIE Div. 8, 2012    

A paper of K. Richter "Colour, Colour Vision and Elementary 
Colours in Image Technology" shows problems and solutions in 
the above office colour areas, see (44 pages, 2MB)
http://130.149.60.45/~farbmetrik/color12mr.pdf
Technical Remark: For output linearization the start output of an 
rgb file with 729(=9x9x9) colours of any workflow is measured. A 
PostScipt frame file uses the measurement data to produce for any 
file the intended second output. For example the elementary hue 
angle hab=26 in CIELAB is produced for the rgb-input data (0,0,1) of 
elementary blue on any device according to ergonomic wishes,
compare CIE R1-47 and DIN 33872-1 to 6, see also�
http://www.ps.bam.de/33872E.
For eight viewing conditions of displays and data projectors 
according to ISO 9241-306 
Field assessment methods for electronic visual displays
see the following file of a proposed Annex E (8 pages, 14 MB)�
http://130.149.60.45/~farbmetrik/OE58/OE58D1P0.PDF



Opening/Closing TCs, 
reporterships & liaisons	
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Proposal for New Technical Committee	

Title – Colour Gamuts for Output Media	
Terms of Reference	
To study and recommend methods for computing and communicating colour gamuts 
for output colour reproduction media 	
Chair 	
Kiran Deshpande (Great Britain)	
Members 	
Dirk de Baer (Belgium), Phil Green (Great Britain), Jon Hardeberg (Norway), Akihiro Ito 
(Japan), Marc Mahy (Belgium), Jan Morovic (Great Britain), Craig Revie (Great Britain)	
Observer	
Ivar Farup (Norway)	
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Proposal for New Reportership	

Title – Full-Reference Image Quality Metrics: Classification and Evaluation	
Reporter: Marius Pedersen (Norway)	
Background:	
Full-reference image quality metrics include metrics specifically designed to evaluate image 
quality, but also metrics for image difference, image fidelity, and more. These metrics have in 
common that they try to predict the perceived difference between an original image and a 
modified version of it, where this modification can typically be compression, halftoning and 
blurring. They output one numerical value and/or an image difference map.	
Terms of Reference: 	
To provide a survey of full-reference image quality metrics, where metrics are classified and 
evaluated against perceptual data, and to make a recommendation about the feasibility of a TC 
being formed about this topic.	
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Liaisons	

Janos Schanda no longer liaison for ISO Steering Committee for Image Technology	
•  New liaison sought	
Ann McCarthy standing down as TC42 and SC28 liaison	
•  Ann contacted TC42 for a replacement	
•  Replacement needed for SC28 (Fumio Nakaya?)	



Future direction	
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Next meeting	

Alternatives	
•  Paris (France): CIE Centenary Conference - Towards A New Century Of Light, April 15 &16, 2013	
•  Newcastle (UK): AIC 2013 (http://aic2013.org) 8-12 July 2013	
•  Webex: September ’13	
•  Other?	



Any other business	



Thank you!	
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Appendix B 
“CIE R8-09 - Output Linearization Methods for Displays and Printers, 2012” 
 



    CIE R8-09 - Output Linearization Methods for Displays and Printers, 2012  
Reportership: CIE R8-09 - Output Linearization Methods for Displays and Printers
Terms of Reference: Make a report on proposals for the application of output linearization 
methods. The report may cover the device and elementary hue output of displays and printers.
Reporter: Klaus Richter, email: klaus.richter@mac.com, Internet: Berlin University of Technology (TUB): 
http://130.149.60.45/~farbmetrik and with examples in  http://130.149.60.45/~farbmetrik/color12mr.pdf

CIE R1-47:2009 Hue Angles of Elementary Colours defines the CIELAB hue angles hab,e=26, 92, 
162, and 272 with a standard deviation of about +/-2 for the four elementary (e) colours RYGBe.
According to ISO TC159/SC4/WG2 Ergonomics - Visual Display Requirements the four rgb*e-
data sets (1,0,0)*e, (1,1,0)*e, (0,1,0)*e, and (0,0,1)*e shall produce the four hue angles hab,e.
Fig. 1 shows a symmetric hue circle with this property. For example elementary Red Re is 
defined visually as neither yellowish nor bluish, and has the rgb*e data (1,0,0)*e, and is produced 
by the display to elementary (de) colour data rgbde = (1, 0, 0.26). There is only one well defined 
device-dependent transfer between any rgb*e- and rgbde-data. The star (*) indicates that there is 
a linear relation between hue angle hab and rgb*e-data. Therefore for the intermediate colour 
between Re and Ye the hue angle hab=58 [=(26+92)/2] is produced by the rgb*e-data (1, 0.5, 0).
Fig. 2 shows similar properties in a hue plane Red Re, White W and Black N. For example there 
is a linear relation between rgb*e =(0,0,0) for black N and (1,0,0) for Red Re and the CIELAB-data 
L*,C*ab of both. Therefore there is a linear relation between the CIELAB-data L*,C*ab of two 
devices, for example a display and printer with different L*,C*ab-data of equal hue hab,e. 
Different output linearization methods, for example with a frame file, with a Startup Distiller 
directory, and for the rgb*e-rgbde- or rgb*e-cmykde-transfer data in a device link profile, use 
PostScript code with 729 (=9x9x9) rgb-input data and L*,C*ab,hab output measurement data.

http://130.149.60.45/~farbmetrik
http://130.149.60.45/~farbmetrik/color12mr.pdf
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TUB-test chart PE73; 16 and 8 step hue circle
25 standard colours for D65, colorm=1, deintp=1, cmyn6*

PE4300G_120830.TXT, 1080 colors, Separation cmyn6*
input: rgb/cmyk −> rgbde
output: 3D-Linearization to cmyk*de

http://130.149.60.45/~farbmetrik/PE73/PE73L0FP.PDF /.PS; 3D-linearized output
F: 3D-Output Linearization (OL) data PE73/PE73LE30FP.DAT in File (F), Page 2/1

See sim
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Fig. 1 - 16-step hue circle with the elementary hues RYGBe and rgb*e-data on top of the samples
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Data for maximum colour (Ma): 
LabCh*e,Ma: 47  67  32  74  25
HIC*e,Ma: R00Y_100_100e
rgbicde,Ma:
1.0   0.0   0.26   1.0   1.0

Input and output:  Colorimetric Offset Reflective System ORS18a for relative CIELAB hue hab,a,rel =  hab/360 = 25/360 = 0.07 

ORS20a; adapted (a) CIELAB data
Name L*=L*a a*a b*a C*ab,a h*ab,a

Re,Ma 47.5 67.1 32.0 74.4 25
Ye,Ma 85.0 −3.7 92.1 92.2 92
Ge,Ma 50.0 −69.9 22.4 73.4 162
Ce,Ma 54.4 −41.7 −31.4 52.2 216
Be,Ma 35.3 1.3 −45.7 45.8 271
Me,Ma 34.1 48.6 −29.6 56.9 328
Ne,Ma 13.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
We,Ma 95.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
Re,CIE 39.9 58.7 27.9 65.0 25
Ye,CIE 81.2 −2.8 71.5 71.6 92
Ge,CIE 52.2 −42.4 13.6 44.5 162
Be,CIE 30.5 1.4 −46.4 46.4 271
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ORS20a; adapted (a) CIELAB data
H*e L*=L*a a*a b*a C*ab,a h*ab,a

R00Y_100_100e 47.5 67.1 32.0 74.4 25
R25Y_100_100e 51.3 57.1 49.7 75.7 41
R50Y_100_100e 61.0 37.2 61.7 72.0 58
R75Y_100_100e 71.7 17.6 74.9 76.9 76
Y00G_100_100e 85.0 −3.7 92.1 92.2 92
Y25G_100_100e 77.9 −26.3 78.0 82.4 108
Y50G_100_100e 65.2 −42.7 56.1 70.5 127
Y75G_100_100e 55.0 −58.7 39.7 70.9 145
G00B_100_100e 50.0 −69.9 22.4 73.4 162
G25B_100_100e 52.2 −55.8 −9.4 56.6 189
G50B_100_100e 54.4 −41.7 −31.4 52.2 216
G75B_100_100e 50.1 −21.8 −45.6 50.5 244
B00R_100_100e 35.3 1.3 −45.7 45.8 271
B25R_100_100e 25.1 26.1 −45.0 52.0 300
B50R_100_100e 34.1 48.6 −29.6 56.9 328
B75R_100_100e 46.2 70.8 −9.8 71.5 352
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g*H,rel = 57
g*C,rel = 58
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TUB-test chart PE93; hue plane: R00Ye
Test chart according to DIN 33872, colorm=1, deintp=1, cmyn6*

PE4300G_120830.TXT, 1080 colors, Separation cmyn6*
input: rgb/cmyk −> rgbde
output: 3D-Linearization to cmyk*de

http://130.149.60.45/~farbmetrik/PE93/PE93L0FP.PDF /.PS; 3D-linearized output
F: 3D-Output Linearization (OL) data PE93/PE93LE30FP.DAT in File (F), Page 2/1
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Fig. 2: 5- and 16- step colour scales equally spaced in CIELAB in the elementary hue plane Re


